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During the financial crisis and the bank crisis more banks fail in a short time period and they want a
solution fast and in a proper way. The government has to react immediately in order to give the financial

institutions a chance to survive. The government of a country should have a strong supervision on all
financial markets and keep a constant observation on all financial institutions in order to preserve the
stability of the financial sector. In this case, the bank supervision is the main goal in government. The
government should find a way to prevent banks to grow out of control or keep them in a more sound

state. Banks make profit by borrowing money from the market and putting it on their balance sheet. The
majority of the time they borrow money from banks and lend to customers. Banks make money by

giving interest rates for the money they borrow. The better the interest rates the more profit the bank
makes. Banks also profit when they lend money to customers. If the borrowers fail to pay their loans
back, or if they are not profitable in the end, then the bank profit will be reduced. The government
should not support the banks or any bank too much because this will cause a collapse of the whole

industry. When the banks have too much money in the system then inflation is increased because the
money in the system is not being managed and this causes the interest rates to be high. This in turn

causes the interest rates to rise as well. This is a vicious cycle which the government should not help at
all. If the banks have a bad balance sheet then the government should help the banks to be safe. The
bank should be sure that they are not lending too much money in the economy because this causes

inflation and high interest rates. Banks make money by lending money out of the money they borrow.
The more money the banks lend out then the more they can make. Banks also benefit from lending
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money to the customers because this is when the customer has money to spend and the banks can make
money selling that product. If the banks are not able to lend to the customers then the economy would
not perform well. The government should provide incentives to banks to lend to the customers and to

make them better. The government should impose taxes on the banks because it is right for the banks to
pay taxes. If the banks have a very high tax then this will force the banks to try to create new jobs and to
try to repay back their debt to the government. The banks would have to create more jobs because they

would not get enough money from the customers. Even if the banks are 1cb139a0ed
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